The aim of this note is to show that the homotopy theory of the cyclic sets of Connes [3] is equivalent to that of SO (2)spaces (i.e. spaces with a circle action) and hence to that of spaces over K( Z, 2).
1. Introduction.
1.1 Summary. The aim of this note is to study the homotopy theory of the cyclic sets of Connes [3] , These are simplicial sets with some additional structure, or more precisely, diagrams of sets indexed by a category Aop of cyclic operators which contains the category Aop of simplicial operators as a subcategory.
After a few preliminaries ( §2), we construct a Quillen closed model category structure on the category of cyclic sets ( §3) and show that the resulting homotopy theory is equivalent to ( §4) that of SO(2)-spaces (i.e. spaces with a circle action) as well as to ( §5) that of simplicial sets over the nerve of Aop, which has the homotopy type of K(Z, 2).
The first and the last of these results hold more generally, as their proofs depend only on certain properties (2.2 and 2.6) of the inclusion functor/: Aop -» Aop. Some additional exampls are ( §6) a kind of covering Kop of Aop and, for every simplicial group G, its flattening bG. (The homotopy theory of bG-sets (i.e. functors bG -* sets) is equivalent to the homotopy theory of simplicial sets over the classifying complex of G.) (ii) The category Aop of cyclic operators. This is the category with objects 0, 1, 2,... and generating maps d,: n -» n -1, 0 «j i < ai, aj > 0, Sj-. n -» n + 1, 0 </'<« + 1, subject to the above relations (*) as well as the cyclic relations (d0s" + i)" + 1 = id:n-*n, ai > 0.
Note that, except for these cyclic relations, there is aio relation involving the first face operator and last degeneracy operator, i.e. d0sn + x # snd0: n -» n.
(iii) The categories S of simplicial sets (i.e. Aop-sets) and Sc of cyclic sets (i.e. Aop-sets). These are the categories which have as objects the functions Aop -» sets and Aop -> sets, respectively, and as maps the natural transformations between them. A cyclic set X is thus a simplicial set together with an extra degeneracy map sn+v Xn -» Xn + X in each dimension ai > 0, with the cyclic property that (d0sn+x)" + 1 = id: Xn -* Xn. However, in general, d0s" + x * s"d0-Xn -* X".
The categories S and Sc are connected by the rather useful forgetful functor j*: S' -> S, induced by the inclusion functor j: Aop -» Aop.
(iv) The category Tc of SO(2)-spaces and the forgetful functor u: Tc -» T. We denote by T the category of topological spaces, by T' the category of SO(2)-spaces, i.e. topological spaces with a continuous SO(2)-action, and by u: Tc -» T the functor which sends each SO(2)-space to its underlying topological space. As, for X G Sc, the geometric realization 1/*^! can be expressed as a quotient of the disjoint union LI^^ X |/*A[ai]| by the obvious identifications, Proposition 2.7 readily implies 2.8 Proposition.
There is a functor U: Sc -* Tc such that the following diagram commutes up to a natural equivalence:
T<. CM1. The category is closed under finite and direct and inverse limits. CM2. If f and g are maps such that gf is defined and if two of f, g and gf are weak equivalences, then so is the third.
CM3. If f is a retract of g (i.e. if there are, in the category of maps, maps a: f -* g and b: g -> f such that ba = id^) and g is a weak equivalence, a fibration or a cofibration, then so is f.
CM4. Given a commutative solid arrow diagram
in which i is a cofibration, p is a fibration, and either p or i is a weak equivalence, then the dotted arrow exists (and one says that i has the left lifting property with respect to p, or equivalently, thatp has the right lifting property with respect to i). CMS. Any map f can be factored in two ways: (i) f = pi, where i is a cofibration and p is a trivial fibration (i.e. a fibration as well as a weak equivalence), and
(ii) / = pi, where p is a fibration and i is a trivial cofibration (i.e. a cofibration as well as a weak equivalence).
3.1 Theorem. The category S' of cyclic sets admits a closed model category structure in which a map X -» FeS'isa weak equivalence or a fibration whenever the induced Hence a map in S' is a cofibration iff it is a free map.
3.6 Weak equivalences in S'. Given a cyclic set X, i.e. a functor X: Aop -» sets, one can compose it with the inclusion functor i: sets -» S and take the homotopy direct limit [2, Chapter XIII] holimA°P iX G S. Then one has
Proposition
A map X -> feS'i'sa weak equivalence iff the induced map holimA°P iX -> holimA°P ifeS is so.
Proof. Let X be the category which has as objects the simplices of X and as maps the cyclic operators between them. Then the nerve AX is clearly naturally isomorphic to holimA°P iX. Similarly, if /*X c X is the subcategory consisting of the simplicial operators (the objects remain the same), then the nerve Nj*X is naturally isomorphic to holimA" ij*\. Moreover, by [2, Chapter XII, 4.3] the latter simplicial set is naturally weakly equivalent to j*X. The under categories of the inclusion functor/*X -* X are readily verified to be isomorphic to the under categories nj, / of the inclusion functor/: Aop -» Aop and, by the above arguments, the nerves of the latter are naturally isomorphic to holimAP j/* The categories S' and Tc have equivalent homotopy theories in the strong sense that [5] their simplicial localizations with respect to the weak equivalences are weakly equivalent in the sense of [5, §2] .
Proof.
One verifies successively and without much difficulty the following properties:
(i) the adjointness; (ii) L' preserves weak equivalences; (iii) for every object Y g Tc, the simplicial set j*RcY is just the singular complex of the underlying topological space uY; (iv) Rc preserves weak equivalences and fibrations; (v) U preserves cofibrations (use (iv) and adjointness); (vi) for every object Y g Tc, the underlying map uLcRcY -> uY of the adjunction map is the usual adjunction map from the geometric realization of the singular complex of uY back to uY; (vii) EQ3 is satisfied. 5 . Comparison with simplicial sets over K(Z,2). As the homotopy theory of SO(2)-spaces is (well known to be [4] ) equivalent to that of simplicial sets over K(Z, 2), Theorem 4.2 implies that the same holds for the homotopy theory of cyclic sets of §3. We will now give a direct proof of this result (Theorem 5.1) which only uses the fact that the functor/: Aop -» Aop has the properties described in Propositions 2.2 and 2.6.
To formulate Theorem 5.1, let A/Aop be the nerve of Aop (which [3] is weakly equivalent to K ( Z, 2) A -* Sc is a cosimplicial resolution and that the functor LA°P satisfies EQ1 and commutes with the direct limits in question.
5.3 Remark. The last step in the above proof is the only place where we used Proposition 2.6. The categories 2op-sets and S/A/2op have equivalent homotopy theories in the strong sense that [5] their simplicial localizations with respect to the weak equivalences are weakly equivalent in the sense of [5, §2] .
